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Abstract
A self-triggering readout for a time projection chamber (TPC) is presented, with
applications to novel forms of data acquisition for high energy physics application.
The construction and initial testing of the readout electronics are described, as well
as the readout implementation in a prototype drift chamber. Tracking and range
information for 800 alpha particle events is compared with theory as a preliminary
confirmation of correct readout operation.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
The demands of modern high energy physics necessitate experiments of great com-
plexity and cost. Those experiments that make use of particle accelerators are em-
blematic of this fact. The detectors required to acquire data from these machines
are very large and complicated arrays of sensors, which obtain their information, as
a whole, by looking at aggregated information from their constituent components.
In general, data is acquired in such experiments by a series of successive reductions
of data. Of the many interactions that are to be expected in a high energy collision,
perhaps only a few are of interest to the experimenter. As a result, modern detectors
are designed to look quickly at subsets of the data associated with a collision and,
based on this, make quick decisions about the relevance of the collision in question.
The hardware and software systems responsible for this decision making are known
collectively as triggers. Triggers are categorized by "level"; each successive level
presents an increasingly restrictive set of criteria that an electronic signal has to meet
in order to be passed on to the next level trigger. A signal that passes all levels
of triggers is then recorded as an event corresponding to appropriate physics. A
typical example would be the trigger for the L3 experiment at the LEP collider at
CERN, described in [3]. At the collision point, e+e- interactions occurred at a rate
of approximately 40 kHz. Physically interesting events were filtered from this data
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at a rate of - 1 Hz That data that is then recorded can be then reduced into the
various kinds of data that is appropriate to analyses and then processed offline.
While technological advancements have permitted vast increases in the capability
of these detection systems, the organization of the data acquisition has remained fun-
damentally unchanged since the inception of these large scale systems. In particular,
all computational tasks are centralized and global, meaning that they occur with full
knowledge of all parameters of the equipment for which they process, either on the
detector or subdetector level. Moreover, the data acquisition occurs synchronously,
and is hence the rate at which data can be acquired is limited by the slowest step in
the process. This raises an interesting question: is it possible to achieve greater effi-
ciencies, in cost or computation, by (1) distributing the centralized processing power
to the domain of the individual sensor, and (2) dispensing with the requirement that
the data acquisition and processing be globally synchronous?
The motivation for the material discussed in this thesis is to build a functional
detector that accomplishes meaningful physics tasks through distributed processing.
In essence, the aim of this work is to lay a foundation, using a Time Projection
Chamber as an initial testbed, for a paradigm of data acquisition that is amenable
to decentralized computing topologies.
1.2 The Time Projection Chamber
A Time Projection Chamber (TPC) is a type of detector that provides tracking in-
formation about charged particles that traverse its fiducial volume. Such information
is generally in the form of coordinates (xi, Yi, Zi) at a resolution of approximatly 100
points per meter of track length. TPC operation is depicted in Figure 1-1, and is de-
scribed in greater detail in [7]. TPC designs, while varied, share a variety of elements,
including the following:
* A drift volume, consisting of a noble gas (with a quencher) and an (ideally)
constant electric field, called the drift field. The noble gas is chosen to have
12
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Figure 1-1: Graphical representation of TPC operation. A passing particle produces
ionization in the detector volume, which drifts in the z-direction under the influence
of a high electric field. Amplication occurs at the sense wires, causing an induced
charge on the cathode pads. Image from [14].
a high atomic number Z so that particles traveling through the volume lose
sufficient energy per unit length to produce a signal.
· A grid, which screens the electrons in the region of the sense (or anode) wires
from the ions in the drift volume. This is helpful in ensuring a uniform drift
field.
* Sense wires, which are held at high potential and amplify the primary electron
signal through the gas avalanche mechanism.
* Cathode pads are located near to the sense wires and inductively pick up the
signal from the sense wire avalanche.
In general, both the pads and sense wires are connected to electronic instrumen-
tation. The spatial distribution of charge in the cathode pad plane gives information
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about the track projection in the xy-plane, while the drifting electrons' arrival times
at the sense wires give information about the z-coordinate of the incident track.
TPCs have found use in many modern particle physics experi.ments. The ALEPH
and DELPHI detectors at the LEP collider at CERN both utilized a TPC [9, 4], as
does the STAR TPC at RHIC. [15]
1.3 Amorphous Computing
The challenge of rethinking the conventions of data acquisition in particle detectors
is itself analogous to the challenge posed by the problem of amorphous computing. [5]
Amorphous computing has as its goal the achievement of computationally useful tasks
by distributed networks of computers (hereafter nodes), the constituents of which
satisfy the following criteria:
1. The nodes are all identical, in hardware and software.
2. Each node can communicate only with its closest neighbors.
3. Only a majority of nodes are required to function.
In particular, for our prototype detector, called the DemoDetector-1 or DD-1, we
do not require that our nodes:
* operate synchronously, or
* know their specific environmental parameters.
Additional work on this topic can be found in the work of Butera, [2] whose
paradigm of "Paintable Computing" provided the direct inspiration for this project,
and of Lifton et.al., [8] whose hardware implementation of Butera's concept provided
a physical platform around which the detector described in this thesis could be based.
Our discussion will proceed as follows. Chapter 2 will introduce the basic opera-
tional principles of a TPC as specifically relevant to this thesis. Chapter 3 will discuss
the hardware and software development for the DD-1 signal readout. We follow with
results and analysis in Chapter 4, and conclusions in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 2
Principles of Operation
A TPC is capable of creating a three dimensional track of a charged particle that
passes through its fiducial volume. The information about the track manifests itself
in two major components. First, there is a two dimensional distribution of charge on
the cathode plane of the TPC, giving the x- and y -coordinates of the particle's path.
Second, the z-coordinate is given by the time distribution of the drifting electrons'
arrival at the sense wires, or, correspondingly, the generation of the signal on the
cathode pads.
In the DD-1 detector, only the x- and y-coordinates are measured by the readout
electronics. In the course of the construction and testing of the chamber, however,
both pad and wire signals were examined, and so we will discuss the generation of
both.
2.1 Data Acquisition Methodology
2.1.1 Terminology
The key point of departure between DD-1 and other drift chamber designs is in the
data acquisition methodology. In DD-1, event detection is a purely local phenomenon,
organized around the node. A DD-1 node is shown in Figures 2.1.1 and 2.1.1. The
solder side of the board, having the six rectangular pads, is itself the cathode plane
15
Figure 2-1: Component side of the six-channel DD-1 readout board. The 25 pin
CONAN connector to the Pushpin daughterboard is visible in the center. The power
is supplied through the four pin Molex connector in the upper left hand corner, and
the JTAG interface is through the ten pen Molex connector nearby.
of the chamber. The pad signals are amplified and processed by the circuitry on the
component side of the board, which includes an 8051 microcontroller based daugh-
terboard.
The convention used for the DD-1 coordinate system is shown in Figure 2-3. A
row of three pads, all centered at the same x-coordinate, is known as an xrow. The
quantities Ax and Ay referred to in the Figure are 11 mm and 7 mm, respectively
on the boards used for this thesis.
2.1.2 Track Construction
The physical event most important to us in this thesis is simply a charged particle
passing through the DD-1 volume. The signal resulting from the drift of the ionization
electrons to the sense wires is then read by the DD-1 nodes in the chamber. Details
of the signal generation are discussed in Section 2.2.
An individual node acquires track information as follows.
16
Figure 2-2: Solder side of the DD-1 readout board. The cathode pads are clearly
visible.
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Figure 2-3: Schematic of DD-1 readout board solder side, with coordinate conventions
notated. The pad numbering convention is denoted with the boldface numerals.
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Figure 2-4: Schematic representation of reconstruction of particle track over several
DD-1 nodes.
1. A particle passing overhead induces a signal in the node pads. If the sum of the
signals on all pads is of sufficient amplitude (defined in software), we say that
a trigger has just occurred on the board.
2. The microcontroller reads the peak charge induced on each pad due to the
passing particle.
3. The software on the microcontroller (or external computer, in the case of the
implementation of DD-1 considered in this thesis) determines, for each xrow,
the y position of the particle track at the center x0 of the xrow.
This process gives two points (xi, Yi) of the particle track for each node, with errors
on the y-coordinate determined through the fit procedure. Combining this data over
the ensemble of nodes allows for a determination of a particle track through the entire
fiducial volume of the chamber. Knowledge of information for more nodes will allow
for a more precise determination of the track. See Figure 2-4.
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2.2 Signal Generation
2.2.1 Track Ionization
A particle that passes through a TPC leaves its signature in the form of a trail
of electron-ion ion pairs along its path. The number of pairs that we can expect to
produce per unit of track length is most frequently understood in terms of the incident
particle energy loss per unit length, dE/dx. This is given to a good approximation
by the Bethe-Bloch formula: [7]
dE 2 NZ 22 [n 2me72v2Wnnax) 22]. (2.1)
Here, NA is Avogadro's number, re is the classical electron radius, and me is the
electron mass. Z, A, and p are the atomic number, atomic weight, and density,
respectively, of the absorbing material. I is the mean excitation potential of the
absorbing material, v is the velocity of the incident particle, and Wmax is the maximum
energy transfer possible in a single collision.
The Bethe-Bloch formula is only valid, however, from highly relativistic parti-
cles down to particles for which P - 0.1. In the case of 5.5 MeV a particles, we
have 3 _ 0.05. The majority of ionization in the DD-1 chamber is due to argon
gas, which is kept at a partial pressure of approximately 0.9 atmospheres. Assuming
the validity of the Bethe-Bloch formula down to the 3 - 0.05 regime, we calculate
-dE/dx = 1.8 MeV/cm due to the presence of argon in the chamber alone. This
indicates to us that not far into the track of the incident particle, the Bethe-Bloch
will be of vanishingly little use in calculating the expected distance that alpha parti-
cles might travel in the gas. Consequently, the use of computer calculations will be
essential in our analysis, as there is no analytical means of characterizing dE/dx over
the entire expected length of our alpha particle tracks. [7]
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2.2.2 The Gas Avalanche
The amount of ionization produced per unit track length is generally small relative to
what can be detected with conventional instrumentation. As a result, drift chambers
generally employ a means of proportional amplification to increase the magnitude of
the electron signal.
The mechanism by which this is accomplished is known as avalanche multipli-
cation. The fields in the TPC drift volume are such that electrons will drift in a
direction perpendicular to the cathode plane, toward the sense wire plane. In the
immediate vicinity of the sense wires, the electric field is strong, becoming a better
approximation to the - 1/r E-field of an isolated infinite wire as the distance to a
particular wire decreases.
Electrons that have energy greater than or equal to the first ionization potential Ei
of a drift gas can create electron-ion pairs. The drifting electrons also undergo elastic
scattering with gas molecules. The mean distance traversed by an electron before
scattering is called the mean free path for scattering. Drifting electrons in the vicinity
of a sense wire also gain energy due to high electrostatic fields. For a given electric
field, there is a length that an electron must traverse before it has energy sufficient
to create an electron-ion pair. This is known as the mean free path for ionization,
and its inverse, a, is known as the first Townshend coefficient. The avalanche begins
when the mean free path for ionization and scattering become comparable. [13]
In regions of sufficiently high electric field, the effects of ionization by secondary
collision are high enough to account for an amplification of the electron signal. Pa-
rameterizing al by the spatial coordinate x, it is possible to determine the factor by
which one expects an electron signal to be amplified. This is given by: [13]
= p(2a(x)dx). (2.2)
M = expI a(x)dx 2.2
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2.2.3 The Wire Signal
The electron avalanche in the vicinity of a wire produces electron-ion pairs. The
electrostatics in the avalanche region cause the electrons to drift towards the sense
wire, while the ions have a tendency to drift either ground plane-the grid or the
cathode.
The grid-wire-cathode system may be regarded as a capacitor, and changes in the
energy of the capacitor are realized as observable signals. The motion of a single
charge in the capacitor reduces the electric energy E of the system by an amount [I]
2
AE = qEdr = q( - 2 ), (2.3)
1
where I41 and 12 denote the electrostatic potential at points xl and x 2, respectively.
The distance traveled by the electrons in the avalanche is typically much less than
that traversed by the ion, and so the motion of the ions contributes correspondingly
more to the signal observed on the wires. Because the avalanche occurs in very close
proximity to the sense wire, we may approximate, for every ion in the avalanche,
~1- 2 V, where V is the voltage on the sense wire referenced to ground. The
change in capacitor energy as a function of time is then given by [1]
AE = qVF(t), (2.4)
where F(t) is a function that rises monotonically from zero to one.
A typical scheme for observing the signal on a sense wire is shown in Figure 2-5.
In the limit where R2C2 and R 1 C1 are large with respect to the risetime of the ion
signal, the sense wire itself acts effectively as a voltage source, and we have [1]
av(t)= q F(t), (2.5)
C ,
where AV(t) is the time-dependent voltage excursion of the sense wire from its steady
state value. For the observational setup in Figure 2-5, typical peak observed AV(t)
values were on the order of 10 to 20 mV, with a rise time on the order of 50 ns and
21
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Cathode Plane C
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2
Figure 2-5: Typical connection to observe the sense wire signal in a drift chamber.
In DD-1, R 1 = 7.5MQ, R 2 = 1OOkQ, C1 IpF, and C2 = nF. The resulting signal
was plugged directly into a high impedence oscilloscope. Adapted from [1].
a fall time on the order of 1 us.
2.2.4 The Pad Signal
The component of the avalanche signal that is actually used for determining track
coordinates is produced on the aforementioned cathode pads. The pad signal is
primarily the result of the production and subsequent drift of charged ions in the
sense wire region immediately above the pads.
We define the normalized pad response function P(y) as the amount of charge
induced on a TPC pad centered at (0, y) due to an infinitely long particle track in the
i: direction at y = 0, with the convention that P(O) 1. To derive this, we model
the avalanches as point charges in space, and use the method of images to determine
the surface charge induced on a ground plane a specified distance away from the
sense wires as a function of position, [1]. The pad response function may then be
determined by simple integration.
In actuality, the avalanche does not occur instantaneously; it is characterized by
rising and falling time constants. Since the time constant for its rise is (by design)
much quicker than that for its fall, the charge induced on the pad is taken to be the
peak charge over time.
In the vicinity of its peak, the pad response function is well approximated by a
Gaussian. We use this feature to simplify the process of locating the mean value of
22
the charge distribution in our analysis.
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Chapter 3
Implementation
3.1 Chamber Design
3.1.1 Physical Design
The DD-1 Chamber is a clear acrylic chamber, mounted on an aluminum stand. The
drift cage, which ensures a uniform electric field over a large volume, is mounted on a
solid aluminum backplane with nylon hardware. Dimensions are given in Figure 3-1
The chamber contains feedthroughs for the high voltage supplies that supply the
voltages for the sense wire and for maintaining the drift field, for the JTAG interface
to the DD-1 readout board, for the DC power required for signal readout, and for
reading the signal off of a single sense wire. The high voltage distribution scheme is
given in Figure 3-2, while the signal wire readout scheme was illustrated in Figure 2-
5. The 7.5 MQ resistors connecting each sense wire to the Van rail ensure electrical
isolation of each wire with respect to the others. This is essential to ensure that
signals are properly induced on the pads.
3.1.2 Chamber Operation
The chamber was tested extensively prior to acquisition of the data sets used in this
thesis. The gas used in the chamber during these tests and during normal chamber
operation was P10 (Ar:CH4 90:10), which was chosen for its high Z, high gain at
25
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(Sense wires)
Cathode pad plane
Figure 3-1: Schematic of the drift cage, sense wires, and cathode plane on the DD-
1 detector, with dimensions. The drift region has an extent (in the z-direction) of
approximately 3.9 cm.
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Figure 3-2: Schematic of the high voltage disctribution for the anode and cathode of
the chamber.
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relatively low sense wire voltages, and negligible electron attachment.
Early experimental runs were characterized to noise due to corona discharge be-
tween the sense wires and the readout boards. At very high anode voltages (I 2.6 kV)
the corona was visible; at lower anode voltages it made itself apparent through ap-
parently ohmic behavior visible on the high voltage power supply and its internal
voltage/current monitor.
The effect of the corona was minimized through the following procedures:
* Copper surfaces in the vicinity of high electric fields were cleaned with alcohol.
* The screening grid was replaced with a flatter grid, with tension kept in the
grid mesh through the use of epoxy.
* The DD-1 readout board was replaced with one having a more nearly flat solder
(pad plane) side.
Through these methods, stable operation was achieved for sense wire voltages of
2.2 kV.
The cathode voltage was kept at -600 V, corresponding to a drift field of roughly
150 V/cm in the center of the fiducial volume of the detector.
3.2 Signal Readout
The DD-1 pad readout circuit is a single circuit board, with six pads and a ground
plane comprising the solder side of the board. The readout circuit is designed to
operate off the same 3 volt power supply as the 8051 processor to which it sends its
relevant information. The two main functions of the readout are (1) to determine,
for each pad, the peak charge accumulated on that pad due to an incident particle,
and (2) to generate a trigger signal for the 8051 daughterboard that indicates that a
particle has passed above the node.
The basic block diagram of the circuit is given in Figure 3-3. Further details of
the circuit can be found in Appendix A.
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Figure 3-3: Block diagram of the DD-1 readout. Typical signal shapes at the end of
each indicated stage are shown.
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3.3 Digitization and Analysis
3.3.1 Creation of the Digital Signal
Digitization of the analog signal is accomplished by a Pushpin processing module [8],
which itself consists of a Cygnal 8051F016 microcontroller [11] with limited support
circuitry and connections to the main readout board. The microcontroller used in
this configuration has 8 input channels which can be configured to perform analog
to digital conversion. The initial DD-1 nodal configuration makes use of six of these
channels, which are connected to the termini of the individual pad readout chains.
As of the writing of this thesis, only one of the two available interrupts (/TRIG)
was implemented in software. As suggested by its name, a falling edge on /TRIG is
read as a signal for the Pushpin to perform an ADC conversion on each of its input
channels in succession.
Individual triggers are logged in software as C structs:
typedef struct {
unsigned long eventTicks;
unsigned int eventClocks;
unsigned char padValues[6];
} Event;
The padValues array contains the highest order 8 bits of the ADC conversion re-
sult for the associated pad, indexed by pad number. Combined, eventTicks and
eventClocks count the number of 8051 Timer3 counts since system startup as a
48 bit unsigned integer. The high order byte is eventTicks and the low order is
eventClocks.
3.3.2 Analysis
The built in JTAG interface to the Cygnal 8051F000 series contains a provision for
making a numerical dump of the contents of XDATA memory to a personal computer.
This was accomplished with the Cygnal Integrated Development Environment (IDE)
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software. [11, 12] A description of the process by which data is acquired from the
Pushpin is given in Appendix C.
Event data was analyzed in Matlab. Data for aggregated events was typically
kept in two variables. The first was a vector of "times," the number of ticks elapsed
on the Pushpin Timer3 clock since system startup. This vector was used in the
early stages of data analysis for investigations into the time correlations of suspicious
events, which disappeared in the later analysis. The second is a 6 x n matrix of pad
values.
Each readout channel has a built in offset, or pedestal value. This value is deter-
mined in software by holding the RESET line high for an amount of time sufficient
to zero the peak detect and hold stage, delaying to allow the circuit to stabilize, and
then performing an analog read on the given channel. These pedestal values are then
subtracted from the pad ADC readings to give a digital value which is, in principle,
proportional to the charge deposited on the pad to within 1/2 LSB.
The analysis involves fitting a Gaussian to the ADC values for each xrow for each
trigger, as an approximation for the true pad response. The model was of the form
P(y) = A exp ,mm (3.1)
where A and b are the fitted parameters, and the number 8 in the denominator of
the exponential was determined by a graphical comparison with a a pad response
function numerically calculated from chamber parameters. Throughout the analysis,
distances are given in millimeters. The quantity b is then taken to be the y-position
of the particle over the center of the xrow for which the fit is performed.
A comparison of the calculated pad response for the DD-1 chamber geometry and
the Gaussian approximation is given in Figure 4-3.
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Chapter 4
Data and Analysis
4.1 Summary of Data
For the purposes of testing the DD-1 chamber and readout, we used 2 41 Am as a source
of 5.5 MeV c-particles. The source was collimated and placed in the chamber such
that particles would have to travel less than 2 cm from the source before being directly
over the cathode pads. A schematic of the setup, with a detail of the collimator, is
shown in Figure 4-1. In the parlance of DD-1, xrow 2, consisting of pads 4, 5, and 6,
was nearer the source for this particular run.
A total of 800 board triggers were recorded. A histogram of pad data for the
events is shown in Figure 4-2.
DD-1 Readout Source Location
Figure 4-1: Setup for single node alpha particle
mator are shown at right.
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Figure 4-2: Histograms of ADC readings for 800 events, 3 September 2003, after
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4.2 Results
4.2.1 Coordinate Measurements
Coordinate calculation was accomplished through a X2 fit of a Gaussian approxi-
mation to a calculated pad response function. A comparison of the calculated pad
response, based on chamber parameters, and the Gaussian approximation used in the
fitting model is shown in Figure 4-3. The distance between the centers of the pads is
7 mm, indicating that the Gaussian approximation should hold reasonably well over
a three pad row. A sample fit to pad data is shown in Figure 4-4.
A histogram showing the computed centroid locations for each xrow for the 800
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Sample fit to pad data, Xrow 1, event 353
Particle location
-8 -6 -4 -2 0 2
Distance from center (mm)
4 6 8 10
Figure 4-4:
ADC.
Example fit to pad data. Errorbars correspond to 1/2 LSB on the 8051
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event run depicted in Figure 4-2 is given in Figure 4-5. Below each histogram is the
expected distribution of alpha particles, calculated with a Monte Carlo simulation.
See Appendix B.
Xrow 1 exhibits good agreement with the predicted spread of the detected par-
ticles, with a slight rightward bias. Xrow 2, the nearer row, shows a greater spread
than xrow 1 and does not fit with the Monte Carlo data in this regard. The peak,
however, is centered in roughly the correct location, with a rightward bias similar to
that exhibited by xrow 1.
Correlation between centroid locations in both xrows for individual events is
demonstrated in Figure 4-6. The rightward bias of the xrow 2 coordinate is eas-
ily evident; however, the correlation between coordinates in each row is qualitatively
what would be expected for our setup, particularly for xrow 2 coordinates nearer zero.
4.2.2 Energy Measurements
In producing primary pairs of electrons, a passing a-particle loses energy. The num-
ber of particles produced in a given length of track should then be proportional to
the amount of energy lost by the particle in said length. Assuming proportional am-
plification, the same should then hold for the amount of charge induced on a row of
cathode pads.
The amplitude of the Gaussian fitted to the charge deposition on a row of pads
is, in principle, proportional to the energy loss of the passing particle on the short
length of track directly above the row. Histograms showing this data for the set under
examination are given in Figure 4-7. An event-by-event scatter plot of the data is
show in Figure 4-8. No correlation between amplitudes in each xrow appears to be
readily evident.
The differences between the distributions of energies observed on xrow 1 and xrow
2 appears to be indicative of a-particles coming to a stop over xrow 1. (Recall that
xrow 1 is farther from the source than xrow 2.) However, it is difficult to correlate
the number of ADC counts on xrow 1 with the distance traversed by an a-particle
with any precision. The dE/dx of stopping a-particles is characterized by an increase
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Figure 4-5: Fitted centroids of charge distributions shown for both xrows, with com-
parison to Monte Carlo simulation.
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Figure 4-9: Example of a Bragg curve, showing the increase and subsequent decrease
of dE/dx of an ionized particle as it stops in some medium.
as the particle slows down, followed by a sharp decrease as the particle captures
electrons. This is represented schematically in Figure 4-9; such curves are known as
Bragg curves. [7]
Because of the analytical difficulties with Bragg curves, we will hypothesize that on
the average, the incident a-particles stop at the central x-coordinate of xrow 1. This
corresponds to a distance of 3.40 cm from the source in the x-direction; this assertion
seems to be roughly supported by the symmetry of the xrow 2 energy spectrum. The
approximate nature of our measurement leads us to neglect the spread of particles in
the y-direction; it is in any case a rather small correction.
The range of 5.5 MeV a-particles in P10 can be calculated from NIST range
data. [10] This was done in [14]; the resultant range of a-particles in P10 is 4.14 cm.
It is evident from the distribution of energies on xrow 1 that there are some particles
that deposit at about as much energy on the second row as they do on the first; it
is then evident that at least some particles traverse the entire pad, or come close to
doing so. However, the vast majority do not, which is in conflict with the data from
NIST.
This phenomenon can be explained by the nature of the radioactive source. The
source has a finite thickness and is coated with gold for safety. The majority of
a-particles from the source then lose energy by traversing the source itself and the
protective foil. This explains the discrepancy in range, and indicates that our obser-
40
vations are what we might expect, at least approximately.
4.2.3 Interpretation of Results
The results shown above indicate that the DD-1 apparatus is able to self-trigger in
case of a overhead, passing a-particle. Extensive work was done to verify that these
were alpha particles, including:
* Verifying that the signal disappeared in the absence of a high voltage on the
anode.
* Verifying signal attenuation in the absence of a drift field.
* Examining the rate of triggers with the chamber at voltage in the absence of a
source.
* Examining the effect of source collimation on event rates.
Based on these facts, we may reason with some confidence that the board was
successful in detecting alpha particles and, furthermore, giving crude information on
their position. An examination of the X2-i distribution for the fits in Figure 4-10,
however, indicates that there exists a difficulty in reliably fitting the coordinates. In
the case of xrow 1, the basic shape of the X2 distribution is as expected, even though
the magnitude of X2 is quite high. This indicates that errorbars for the data may
have been chosen too small. However, this is clearly not the case for xrow 2, and this
possible systematic error should be cause for future investigation.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions
5.1 Summary of Results
In this thesis, we have demonstrated the functionality of a self triggering TPC read-
out that fits in one's hand. We have observed sensitivity to a-particle signals in
the triggering regime, and have demonstrated a working readout, both in a testing
environment and in chamber.
As we have mentioned before, this thesis does not represent the end of this project.
Indeed, short- and long-term goals for the DD-1 project include the following:
* Improving the accuracy of the measured y-coordinate,
* Successfully demonstrating communication between modules,
* Successfully demonstrating multi-node track reconstruction, and
* Lowering the operating point of the chamber so as to not have to use ac-particle
sources.
This work is the first step in achieving these objectives.
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Appendix A
DD-1 Readout Circuit Diagram
A.1 Circuit Design
In this Appendix, we describe the details of the design and operation of the DD-1
readout circuit. A circuit diagram is given in Figure A.1.
The first stage of each channel is an integrator that converts the current signal
into a voltage signal that is proportional to the pad charge as a function of time.
The feedback for the integrator consists of a resistor and capacitor in parallel, giving
a characteristic time constant of approximately 10 /psec for the integrator. To ac-
comodate the negative-going output signal from the integrator, the integrator stage
is biased at 1.25 volts; this is derived from a shunt voltage reference (U201) on the
board.
The second stage is a simple op amp-based negative peak detect circuit with reset,
designed to minimize overshoot while still retaining high bandwidth. This, it should
be noted, was done in the absence of a shaping stage for reasons of circuit size; a pulse
shaping stage would have made the whole six channel apparatus prohibitively large.
A version of this circuit was simulated in SPICE to give an idea of the component
values required to give the circuit reasonable linearity with respect to peak input
charge.
The final stage of the circuit is an gain of 4 output buffer which inverts the signal
from the peak detect stage. The final buffer stage also changes the biasing on the
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signal, from 1.25 volts to approximately 300 mV. Each channel output drives two
different loads: an ADC input channel on the 8051, and an input to the summing
comparator that begins the trigger stage.
Generation of the trigger signal is accomplished by averaging the output of each
pad readout channel and then comparing the result to one of two voltages. This
is illustrated in Figure A.1 as consisting of U101, U102, and U103. U101 sums all
pad signals, and U102 and U103 are both high-speed comparators that undergo a
high-to-low transition on overdrive. The trigger voltages are set differently for each
comparator. U102 is set by the 8051 DAC, and is responsible for triggering on physical
events. The voltage for U103 is set in hardware, and is set to be higher than would
be reasonably expected for any signal due to an incident particle. An example use
for this interrupt would be to signal all nodes for synchronization or calibration by
simultaneously pulsing the sense wires with an overvoltage.
The operational amplifiers chosen for this application varied from stage to stage.
The charge sensitive and peak detect stages were Texas Instruments type OPA356
and OPA354, respectively. This was primarily for the reason that the units ran off
of a single ended supply, featured low bias currents, and had high bandwidth. The
OPA350 was used for the output buffer stage, as it has lower bandwidth but higher
DC accuracy after settling (which occurs on timescales of the order 100 ns).
The prototypes were assembled with multilayer surface mount technology by an
outside contractor. PC Board design was by Sherilyn Harrison of Hanright Engineer-
ing Services. Assembly was by Argo Transdata Corporation.1
A.2 Performance
In order to verify proper board operation, a series of DC and AC tests were performed.
DC testing verified board operation within manufacturers' parameters for all parts.
Early AC tests verified the presence of a signal, and confirmed that the circuit does
properly hold a peak.
1 One Heritage Park, Clinton, CT 06413
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The signal off the board exhibits a small amount of peaking due to the capacitive
loading of the peak detect circuit.
For the comparator circuit using U102 (/TRIG), oscillatory behavior was ob-
vserved for low overdrive levels. This is due to capacitive ringing in the VTRIG
signal, from the 8051 board, that is triggered by the high-to-low transition on initial
overdrive. This is most likely due to a circuit parasitic, specifically in regards to the
VTRIG and /TRIG traces on the physical board. Device operation is not affected by
this ringing, first because the /TRIG interrupt is edge triggered, and second because
due to software masking of 8051 EXO, the software is insensitive to changes of the
level of the /TRIG signals until the board is reset.
The AC testing was accomplished by observing the response of the circuit to
current pulses at each of the pads. A pulser was connected via a capacitor to the pad
input, and the pulses and capacitor were scaled so as to cover the dynamic fange of
300 fC - 6 pC. The steady state magnitude of the output (minus the pedestal value)
was read off an oscilloscope. See Figure A-1.
The droop rate of the peak-hold stage was measured to be approximately 5 mV
per 100 ,usec.
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Figure A-1: Plot of steady-state output voltage versus input voltage for the DD-1
readout board.
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Appendix B
Data Acquisition Procedure
We describe here the method by which data sets were acquired for this thesis.
B.1 Chamber Setup
1. Install the components of the drift chamber with the DD-1 readout: the DD-1
Readout board with Pushpin, the anode wires, the Frisch grid, and the drift
cage, making all necessary electrical connections for correct chamber operation.
Place a collimated 241Am source in the volume above the readout pads in such
a way that the projected particle tracks will traverse the six pads in the 1-
direction.
2. Seal the chamber, using vacuum grease if necessary, and begin flowing P10 gas
at a rate of 5-10 mL/sec. Continue the process of flowing the gas for at least
fifteen minutes before proceeding.
3. Attach the anode and cathode high voltage supply wires to the appropriate
chamber feedthroughs.
4. Open the CYGNAL IDE, and open the chtest.wsp project. Turn on the 3V
DC supply to the Pushpin chamber, and begin running the chtest program via
the JTAG interface.
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5. The chtest program produces an animated visual display on the five board
LEDs D401-D405, which is to be used as an indicator that the 8051 microcon-
troller is functioning correctly. With this animation running, bring the chamber
voltages up to nominal levels, e.g. -600 V for the cathode and +2.2 kV for the
anode.
B.2 Data Acquisition
1. In the CYGNAL IDE, open the digitc2.wsp project.
2. Connect to the board via JTAG, and download the program to the board. Add
the variable pedestals to the watch as an array of int with index 5.
3. Begin running the program. At this point, D401 should be flashing at a rate
of 10 Hz, depending on the voltage level and the level of collimation. Each
D401 flash corresponds to a trigger on the board.
4. After approximately 20 events have been collected (this should only take a few
seconds), stop the running. Note pedestal values on the watch window.
5. From the Tools menu, choose the option "Upload memory to file." Choose a
dummy text file for upload. Do a decimal dump of all of XDATA memory to
the file.
6. Load the text file into MATLAB, and store the data as a vector:
> load data.txt
> v = data(:,l);
7. Use the MATLAB script xerec to create a vector of times and an n x 6 matrix
of pad valuesL
> [times,pads] = xerec(v);
8. Repeat and concantenate data as necessary.
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Appendix C
Source Code
C.1 C Programs
The following header files and programs were used in conjunction with the Cygnal
IDE and Keil C Compiler for the 8051 microcontroller platform. [12, 6] Program
function is given in the comments at the beginning of every program listing.
C.1.1 PushpinHardware
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// PushpinHardwareV3.h revision A.1
//
// Josh Lifton
// MIT Media Lab
// Copyright 2001 all rights reserved.
//
// Some modifications due to particularities of interface between
// DD-1 readout hardware and Pushpins are included in this file.
// Modifications by:
//
// Andrew Werner
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// MIT Laboratory for Nuclear Science
//
// Last modified 14 Aug 03 by awerner.
//
// Summary: (Lifton)
// This file specifies the hardware configuration for version 3 of
// the Pushpin architecture.
// The underlying processor is the Cygnal C8051F016.
//
// Port I/O assignments
// Pads defined as analog input channels
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
PAD_1
PAD_2
PAD_3
PAD_4
PAD_5
PAD_6
Ox04
Ox03
Ox02
Ox05
Ox06
OxO1
// System type definitions
typedef unsigned char OSErr;
typedef unsigned char Byte;
#define noErr OxOO //
#define qVFErr OxO1 //
#define sBusyErr Ox02 //
// Operating system error
// A frequently used data type
No error
Queue overflow error
Serial busy error
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// Port 0.
= PO^0;
= P0o^;
= P0^2;
= P0^3;
= PO04;
= PO^5;
= P0^6;
= PO^7;
// Transmit pin for UART.
// Receive pin for UART.
// External event trigger input
// Calibration trigger input
// Resets all peak-holds when high
// LED, reference D403 (on when high)
// LED, reference D402 (on when high)
// LED, reference D404 (on when high)
// Port 1.
LEDRH
LEDRL
commOPin
statusLED
commlPin
comm2Pin
comm3Pin
comm4Pin
= P1^0;
= P1i1;
= P1^2;
= P1^3;
= P1^4;
= P1^5;
= P1^6;
= P1^7;
// LED, reference D405 (on when high)
// LED, reference D401 (on when high)
// I/O pin on comm. connector
// Red LED on processor board.
// I/O pin on comm. connector
// I/O pin on comm. connector
// I/O pin on comm. connector
// I/O pin on comm. connector.
C.1.2 PushpinUtil
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// PushpinUtil.c
//
// Josh Lifton
// MIT Media Lab
// Copyright 2001 all rights reserved.
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sbit
sbit
sbit
sbit
sbit
sbit
sbit
sbit
txPin
rxPin
TRIG
CAL
reset
LEDY
LEDGL
LEDGH
sbit
sbit
sbit
sbit
sbit
sbit
sbit
sbit
//
// Some modifications due to particularities of interface between
// DD1 readout hardware and Pushpins are included in this file.
// Modifications by:
//
// Andrew Werner
// MIT Laboratory for Nuclear Science
//
// Last modified 20 Jun 2003 by awerner.
//
// Summary:
// This file provides basic utility functions.
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// Disable watchdog timer.
void configureWatchdogTimer() {
WDTCN = Oxde; // This register must be set first.
WDTCN = Oxad; // This register must be set second.
}
// Configure and enable the external 22MHz crystal.
void enableExternalClock() {
CKCON = OxlO; // Don't divide by 12 for base clock
OSCXCN = Ox67; // Start external oscillator > 6.74MHz.
delay(Oxffff); // Wait more than a millisecond.
while (!(OSCXCN & Ox80)) {} // Wait until ext. osc. is stable.
OSCICN I= Ox80; // Check for missing clock.
OSCICN I= Ox08; // Use external crystal.
}
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// Configure crossbar and port I/O for general use.
void configurePorts() {
PRTOCF = OxFF; // Set all of port 0 to push-pull outputs.
PRT1CF = OxFF; // Set all of port 1 to push-pull outputs.
PRT2CF = OxFF; // Set all of port 2 to push-pull outputs.
XBRO 1= Ox04; // UART TX and RX on PO.O and PO.1.
XBR1 = Ox14; // Setup /INTO and /INT1
XBR2 I= Ox40; // Enable crossbar.
XBR2 I= Ox80; // Disable weak pull-ups.
// Configure and enable analog to digital converter.
// Select channel 0 as default.
void enableADC() {
REFOCN = Ox03; // Enable VREF and ADC/DAC bias.
AMXOCF = OxO0; // Single-ended inputs (not differential).
AMXOSL = OxOO; // Select Analog Input 0 (AINO).
ADCOCF = OxO0; // Gain 1.
ADLJST = 0; // Right justification.
ADCTM = 1; // Tracking is software controlled
EIE2 I=
ADCEN =
Ox02;
1;
// necessary for software control through ADBUSY
// Enable adc interrupt service.
// Enable ADC.
}
// Initialize global variables.
void initializeVariables() {
statusLED = 0;
}
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// Enable global interrupts, but first clear all interrupt flags.
void enableInterrupts() {
TI = 0; // Clear UART transmit interrupt flag.
RI = 0; // Clear UART receive interrupt flag.
PRT1IF &= OxOF; // Clear IE4, IE5, IE6, and IE7 flags.
CPT1CN &= Ox08; // Clear comparator 1 interrupt flag.
EA = 1; // Enable all interrupts.
// Disable global interrupts.
void disableInterrupts() {
EA = 0;
// Enable P1. [4-7] as inputs and enable their external interrupts.
void enableCommChannels() {
PRT1CF &= OxOF; // Set pins P.[4-71 as open-drain.
commlPin = 1;
comm2Pin = 1;
comm3Pin = 1;
comm4Pin = 1;
// Set pin P1.4
// Set pin P1.5
// Set pin P1.6
// Set pin P1.7
as an input.
as an input.
as an input.
as an input.
PRT1IF &= OxOF; // Clear IE[4-71 interrupt flags.
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EIE2 I= Ox3C;// Enable interrupts IE[4-71.
// A simple delay.
void delay(unsigned int counter) {
while (counter--) {}
}
// Flashes the status LED a specified number of times
// at a given interval.
void flash(unsigned int flashes, unsigned int interval) {
while (flashes--) {
statusLED = 1;
delay(interval);
statusLED = 0;
delay(interval);
/
// Configure and enable digital to analog converter 0.
void enableDACO() {
REFOCN = Ox03; // Enable VREF and ADC/DAC bias.
DACOCN I= Ox07; // Set DACO data format
// (lower nybble of DACOL unused).
DACOCN I= Ox80; // Enable DACO.
setDACOValue(2048); // Set the default value of DACO.
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}// Sets the 12-bit DACO value given a 16-bit value and returns
// the new DACO value. Note that DACOL must be set before DACOH
// for the full 12-bit value to latch. Assumes the data format
// of DACO is such that the least significant nybble of DACOL
// is unused.
void setDACOValue(unsigned int DACvalue) (
// DACvalue must fall within the DAC's 12-bit resolution.
if (!(DACvalue > OxOFFF)) {
// Clear most significant nybble of DACOL.
DACOL &= (OxFO);
// Note that the MSN of DACOL is actually
// the LSN of the DAC setting.
// Set LSN of DAC setting.
DACOL I= ((unsigned char) DACvalue) << 4;
// Set MSB of DAC setting.
DACOH = (unsigned char) (DACvalue >> 4);
// Returns the current 12-bit value of DACO. Assumes the data
// format of DACO is such that the least significant nybble of
// DACOL is unused.
unsigned int getDACOValue() {
unsigned int DACvalue = 0;
// Set the three MSNs of the return value.
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DACvalue = (unsigned int) DACOH;
DACvalue <<= 4;
// Set the remaining LSN of the return value.
DACvalue I= (unsigned int) (DACOL >> 4);
return DACvalue; // Return the value of the 12-bit DAC.
// Configure and enable digital to analog converter 1.
void enableDAC1() {
REFOCN = Ox03; // Enable VREF and ADC/DAC bias.
// Set DAC1 data format (lower nybble of DAC1L unused).
DAC1CN I= Ox07;
DAC1CN = Ox80; // Enable DAC1.
setDAClValue(Ox2900); // Set the default value of DAC1.
// Sets the 12-bit DAC1 value given a 16-bit value and returns
// the new DAC1 value. Note that DAC1L must be set before DAC1H
// for the full 12-bit value to latch. Assumes the data format
// of DAC1 is such that the least significant nybble of DAC1L
// is unused.
void setDAClValue(unsigned int DACvalue) {
// DACvalue must fall within the DAC's 12-bit resolution.
if (!(DACvalue > OxOFFF)) {
// Clear most significant nybble of DACOL.
DAC1L &= (OxFO);
// Note that the MSN of DAC1L is
// actually the LSN of the DAC setting.
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// Set LSN of DAC setting.
DAC1L I= ((unsigned char) DACvalue) << 4;
// Set MSB of DAC setting.
DAC1H = (unsigned char) (DACvalue >> 4);
// Returns the current 12-bit value of DAC1. Assumes the data
// format of DAC1 is such that the least significant nybble of
// DAC1L is unused.
unsigned int getDAClValue() {
unsigned int DACvalue = 0;
// Set the three MSNs of the return value.
DACvalue = (unsigned int) DAC1H;
DACvalue <<= 4;
// Set the remaining LSN of the return value.
DACvalue I= (unsigned int) (DAC1L >> 4);
return DACvalue; // Return the value of the 12-bit DAC.
// Configure and enable comparator 0.
void enableComparatorO(void) {
REFOCN = Ox03; // Enable VREF and ADC/DAC bias.
CPTOCN I= Ox80; // Enable comparator 0.
// Configure and enable comparator 1.
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void enableComparatorl(void) {
enableDAC1(); // DAC1 is the inverting input to comparator 1.
CPT1CN = Ox80; // Enable comparator 1.
delay(1000); // Wait for comparator to stablize.
CPT1CN &= Ox08; // Clear comparator 1 interrupt flag.
EIE1 = Ox80; // Enable comparator 1 interrupt.
C.1.3 digitc
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//
// digitc.c
//
// Extended version of histogram keeping file. Logs events with
// limited time stamping, and computes pedestal values as is
// appropriate.
//
// Andrew Werner
// awerner@mit.edu
// MIT Laboratory for Nuclear Science
//
// Copyright (c) 2003 Andrew Werner. All rights reserved.
//
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
#pragma SMALL INCDIR(C:\Code\PPLIB)
#include <c8051FOOO.h>
#include <PushpinHardwareV3.h>
#include <PushpinFunctions.h>
#include <PushpinUtil.c>
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#define NUMBER_OF_EVENTS 20
#define THRESHOLD 620
// Definition of type Event:
typedef struct {
unsigned long eventTicks;
unsigned int eventClocks;
unsigned char padValues[61
} Event;
// High order timekeeping bits
// Lower order timekeeping bits
; // ADC counts on pads
// Declaration of global variables
// Allows for indexing of ADC channels for each pad
code const unsigned char padArray[6] = ...
... = {PAD_1,PA,PADPAD_3,PAD_4,PAD_5,PAD_6};
xdata Event resultBuffer [NUMBER_OF_EVENTS] _at_ OxOOO0;
unsigned long systemTicks;
sfrl6 systemClocks = 0x94;
sfr16 timer3Reload = 0x92;
// Incremented on Timer3 overflow
// Current Timer3 count
// Timer3 auto-reload value
unsigned int pedestals [61; // Pedestal values, indexed by pad
// These bit variables are meant to be copied to
// the board LEDs after a pad is read. They
// represent the high order nybble of the current
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// 8 bit pad reading.
bdata unsigned char padReading;
sbit padReading_bit7 = padReading^7;
sbit padReading_bit6 = padReading^6;
sbit padReading_bit5 = padReading^5;
sbit padReading_bit4 = padReading^4;
bdata unsigned char flags; // Reserved for future use
// Indicate whether we are acquiring pad data or a pedestal
enum status {IDLE, ACQUIRING_DATA, CALIBRATING};
unsigned char acquisitionStatus = IDLE;
int bufferPos; // Our location in the event buffer
int currentPad; // Current pad being read
int currentCalPad; // Current pad pedestal being read
// Function prototypes
void intOISR (void);
void adcOISR (void);
void tmr3ISR (void);
void initADC (void);
void initVariables (void);
void initInterrupts (void);
void initTimer3 (void);
void dispResult (void);
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// Program begins here
void main() {
configureWatchdogTimer();
enableExternalClock();
configurePorts();
enableDACO();
setDACOValue(THRESHOLD);
initADC();
initVariables();
initTimer3();
initInterrupts();
while (1); // We wait for an interrupt
void initADC (void)
AMXOCF = OxOO;
AMXOSL = PAD_1;
ADCOCF = Ox80;
ADCOCN = Ox41;
ADCEN = 1;
// Set all analog inputs independent
// Select pad 1
// Set conversion speed, unity gain
// Software control, left justification
// Enable the ADC
}
void initVariables (void) {
bufferPos = 0; // Start at beginning of event buffer
currentCalPad = 0; // Look at the first pad being calibrated
systemTicks = 0; // Initialize the systemTicks variable
PO = OxO0; // Zero both port outputs
P1 = OxO0;
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reset = 0; // Set peak detectors to peak-hold mode
// Sets up the system event timer
void initTimer3 (void) {
TMR3CN = 0x02; // Set Timer3 to run at the system clock
TMR3RLL = OxOO;
TMR3RLH = OxOO;
TMR3CN = Ox04;
// Set reload value at OxOOOO
// and start Timer3
// Interrupt initialization procedure specific for this application
void initInterrupts (void) {
IE = OxO1; // Turn on /INTO
ITO = 1;
IEO = 0;
// set as edge triggered
// and clear the pending flag.
EIE1 = OxOO;
EIE2 = OxO1; // Enable Timer3
EXO = 1;
EA = 1;
}
// Interrupt service routine for a /TRIG interrupt
void intOISR (void) interrupt 0 {
LEDRL = 1; // Turn on the trigger indicator LED
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}
I _____
currentPad = 0; // Indicate we are reading pad 1
AMXOSL = PAD_1; // Select the first pad to readout
EXO = 0; // Stop listening to /INTO
EIE2 = Ox02; // Listen to ADC interrupts
acquisitionStatus = ACQUIRING_DATA; // Indicate status
// Now timestamp the event
resultBuffer[bufferPos].eventTicks = systemTicks;
resultBuffer[bufferPos].eventClocks = systemClocks;
ADBUSY = 1; // And begin the ADC comnversion
void adcOISR (void) interrupt 15 {
ADCINT = 0; // Clear ADC interrupt pending flag
padReading = ADCOH;
switch (acquisitionStatus) {
case ACQUIRINGDATA:
// Store conversion result in current event
resultBuffer[bufferPos].padValues[currentPad] = padReading;
// Display high order bits of result on node LEDs
LEDGL = padReading_bit4;
LEDY = padReading_bit5;
LEDGH = padReading_bit6;
LEDRH = padReading_bit7;
if (++currentPad == 6) { // Are we done reading out?
reset = 1; // Yes we are: clean up
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delay(5);
if (++bufferPos == NUMBER_OF_EVENTS)
bufferPos = 0;
acquisitionStatus = CALIBRATING;
AMXOSL = padArray[currentCalPad];
ADBUSY = 1;
else // We're not done
AMXOSL = padArray[currentPad]; // Select next pad
ADBUSY = 1; // and begin conversion
break;
case CALIBRATING: // This is our pedestal tracking scheme
pedestals[currentCalPad] = padReading;
if (++currentCalPad == 6)
currentCalPad = 0;
reset = 0;
acquisitionStatus = IDLE;
EIE2 &= OxFD; // Disable ADC interrupts
delay(10);
LEDRL = 0; // Indicate we're done
EXO = 1; // Enable ext. interrupts after things stabilize
break;
case IDLE: // We should never see this
break;
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void tmr3ISR (void)
TMR3CN &= Ox7F;
systemTicks++;
interrupt 14 {
// Clear Timer3 Interrupt flag (T3CON.7)
// and indicate that a systemTick has passed
}
C.1.4 chtest
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//
// chtest.c
//
// Creates a animated visual display on the DD-1 component side
// to verify correct 8051 operation. Useful during the
// application of high voltage.
//
// Andrew Werner
// awerner@mit.edu
// MIT Laboratory for Nuclear Science
//
#pragma SMALL INCDIR(C:\Code\PPLIB)
#include
#include
#include
#include
<c8051FOOO.h>
<PushpinHardwareV3.h>
<PushpinFunctions.h>
<PushpinUtil.c>
void main() {
configureWatchdogTimer();
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enableExternalClock(); // Perform minimal initialization
configurePorts();
while (1) {
LEDRL = LEDRL; // Cycle all 5 DD-1 LEDs (D401-D405)
delay(OxFFFF);
LEDGL = ~LEDGL;
delay(OxFFFF);
LEDY = ~LEDY;
delay(OxFFFF);
LEDGH = ~LEDGH;
delay(OxFFFF);
LEDRH = ~LEDRH;
delay(OxFFFF);
C.2 MATLAB Scripts
C.2.1 padresp
% padresp.m
%/
% function resp = padresp(yO,theta,wires)
% Takes in three vectors--one a vector of
% the values of y for which the pad
% response will be tested, a vector of the
% values of the track angle, and a vector
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% of wire numbers for which to calculate
% the pad response. Wire numbers are defined
% by the x-coordinate over which they are
% centered with respect to the center of the
% pad. A wire with wire number w will be
% centered at x = xO + wd, where d is the
% distance between sense wires.
% Andrew Werner
% 23 Jul 03
function resp = padresp(yO,theta,wires);
ly = length(yO);
It = length(theta);
lw = length(wires);
xO = 0; % x-coordinate of wire zero
zO = 4.8; % z-coordinate of sense wire plane
d = 3; % distance between sense wires
dx = 0.01;
dy = 0.01; % determines precision of integration
1 = 10;
w = 6; % dimensions of pads
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resp = O*ones(ly,lt); % initialize pad response vector
% Now we numerically integrate for all desired points
for k = :l:lw
for j = 1:1:lt
xl = xO + wires(k)*d*cos(theta(j));
for i = l:l:ly
yl = yO(i) + wires(k)*d*sin(theta(j));
for a = (-1/2):dx:(1/2)
for b = (-w/2):dy:(w/2)
resp(i,j) = resp(i,j) + ((dx*dy)/((a-xl)^2 + (b-yl)^2 + z0^2));
end
end
end
end
end
% Normalize the array to the maximum
resp = resp/max(max(resp));
C.2.2 xerec
% xerec
xerec.m
% (eXtract Event RECord)
% function [t,p] = xerec(a);
%/
% Takes in a vector of 8051 memory,
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% and returns a matrix of pad events with a
% vector of times corresponding to the rows
% of the pad readings in the matrix.
% The event records as stored in memory are
% packed C structs:
% typedef struct {
% unsigned long ticks;
% unsigned int clocks;
% unsigned char padValues [6
% } Event;
0/
% having a size of 12 bytes per events.
% Because of undocumented irregularities in the
% way in which data is stored by the 8051 C
% compiler across pages of XDATA, we look only
% at 20 events at a time.
function [t,p] = xerec(a); % t are times, p pad events
% Initialize our vector for analysis
temp = 0*ones(1,240);
% Look only at first 20 events
temp(1:240)=a(1:240);
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% Form the matrix of pad events
p = O*ones(20,6);
for i = 1:1:20
for j = 1:1:6
p(i,j) = temp((12*(i-1)) + 6 + j);
end
end
% Form the column vector of times
t = O*ones(20,1);
for i = 1:1:20
t(i) = ((256^5)*temp(12*(i-1)+1)) + ((256^4)*temp(12*(i-1)+2)) + ...
((256^3)*temp(12*(i-1)+3)) + ((256^2)*temp(12*(i-1)+4)) + ...
((256^)*temp(12*(i-1)+5)) + temp(12*(i-1)+6);
end
C.2.3 gaussf it
% gaussfit.m
% Finds the centroid of a matrix of xrows by
% performing a non-linear Gaussian fit to the
% each row of data.
% Andrew Werner
% 10 Oct 2003
% Vector a gives amplitudes for each fit,
% vector b gives the mean,
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% and vector c gives the reduced chi^2.
function [a,b,chi2] = gaussfit(xrows);
size = length(xrows);
delta=7;
sig = 0.5*ones(3,1); % Set errorbars of 1/2 LSB
wgts = 1./sig.^2;
x=[-delta,O,delta]';
% Perform fit for each individual event
for i = l:l:size
y = xrows(i,:)';
model=fittype('a*exp(-((x-b)/8)^2)');
Value = 'NonlinearLeastSquares';
opts=fitoptions('method',Value);
opts.Weights = wgts;
opts.StartPoint = [40,0];
[fresult,gof,output] = fit(x,y,model,opts);
a(i) = fresult.a;
b(i) = fresult.b;
chi2(i)=(gof.sse)/(gof.dfe);
end
C.2.4 sourcesim
% sourcesim.m
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% function [m,b] = sourcesim;
% Simulates the angular distribution of $\alpha$
% particle tracks from test collimated source used
% in DD-1. Tracks are represented in the form
% y = mx + b; we return vectors of m and b,
% respectively.
% Andrew Werner
% 26 Nov 2003
function [m,b] = sourcesim;
% Collimator specifications
holeRadius = 0.6477;
holeDepth = 6.858;
phiMax = atan(2*holeRadius/holeDepth);
% y-coordinate of opening in collimator
yOffset = 3.571;
numberOfTrials = 10000;
i = 1; % Initialize our index for successful
% Monte Carlo events
for ct = l:numberOfTrials
theta = 2*pi*rand; % choose a random track direction
phi = phiMax*rand;
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yO=2*holeRadius;
zO=2*holeRadius;
while (yO^2 + z0^2) >= holeRadius % We try to choose
yO = 2*holeRadius*rand - holeRadius; % an origin for the track
zO = 2*holeRadius*rand - holeRadius;
end
yl=holeDepth*cos(theta)*tan(phi);
zl=holeDepth*sin(theta)*tan(phi);
if (sqrt(yl^2 + z1^2) < holeRadius) % Has the particle 'escaped'?
b(i) = yO; % If so, we save the track
m(i) = cos(theta)*tan(phi);
i = i+1;
end
end
b=b+yOffset;
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